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CHAPTER I: UTILITARIANISM.
ETHICS is a subject about which there has
been and still is an immense amount of
difference of opinion, in spite of all the
time and labour which have been devoted
to the study of it. There are indeed certain
matters about which there is not much
disagree ment. Almost everybody is agreed
that certain kinds of actions ought, as a
general rule, to be avoided and that under
certain circumstances, which constantly
recur, it is, as a general rule, better to act in
certain specified ways rather than in others.
There is, moreover, a pretty general
agreement, with regard to certain things
which happen in the world, that it would be
better if they never happened, or, at least,
did not happen so often as they do and
with regard to others, that it would be
better if they hap pened more often than
they do. But on many questions, even of
this kind, there is great diversity of
opinion. Actions which some philosophers
hold to be generally wrong, others hold to
be generally right, and occurrences which
some hold to be evils, others hold to be
goods. And when we come to more
fundamental questions the difference of
opinion is even more marked. Ethical
philosophers have, in fact, been largely
concerned, not with laying down rules to
the effect that certain ways of acting are
generally or always right, and others
generally or always wrong, nor yet with
giving lists of things which are good and
others which are evil, but with trying to
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answer more general and fundamental
questions such as the following. What,
after all, is it that we mean to say of an
action when we say that it is right or ought
to be done And what is it that we mean to
say of a state of things when we say that it
is good or bad Can we discover any general
characteristic, which belongs in common to
absolutely all right actions, no matter how
different they may be in other respects and
which does not belong to any actions
except those which are right And can we
similarly discover any char acteristic which
belongs in common to absolutely all good
things, and which does not belong to any
thing except what is a good Or again, can
we discover any single reason, applicable
to all right actions equally, which is, in
every case, the reason why an action is
right, when it is right And can we,
similarly, discover any reason which is the
reason why a thing is good, when it is
good, and which also gives us the reason
why any one thing is better than another,
when it is better Or is there, perhaps, no
such single reason in either case On
questions of this sort different philo
sophers still hold the most diverse
opinions. I think it is true that absolutely
every answer which has ever been given to
them by any one philosopher would be
denied to be true by many others. There is,
at any rate, no such consensus of opinion
among experts about these fundamental
ethical questions, as there is about many
funda mental propositions in Mathematics
and the Natural Sciences. Now, it is
precisely questions of this sort, about every
one of which there are serious differences
of opinion, that I wish to dis cuss in this
book. And from the fact that so much
difference of opinion exists about them it is
natural to infer that they are questions
about which it is extremely difficult to
discover the truth. This is, I think, really
the case. The probability is, that hardly any
positive proposition, which can as yet be
offered in answer to them, will be strictly
and absolutely true...
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Ethical Define Ethical at Define ethic: rules of behavior based on ideas about what is morally good and bad ethic in a
sentence. Ethics - Federation University Australia Ethics publishes scholarly work in moral, political, and legal
philosophy. Ethics - European Commission Ethics are a system of moral principles and a branch of philosophy which
defines what is good for individuals and society. The Ethics Centre - What is ethics? Ethics definition, (used with a
singular or plural verb) a system of moral principles: the ethics of a culture. See more. none Definition of ethics: The
basic concepts and fundamental principles of decent human conduct. It includes study of universal values such as the
essential equality WHO Global Health Ethics - World Health Organization The Institute of Business Ethics
encourages high standards of business behaviour based on ethical values. Doing business ethically, makes for better
business. ethics - Wiktionary Ethical definition, pertaining to or dealing with morals or the principles of morality
pertaining to right and wrong in conduct. See more. Ethics or moral philosophy is a branch of philosophy that involves
systematizing, defending, and recommending concepts of right and wrong conduct. The term ethics derives from the
Ancient Greek word ?????? ethikos, which is derived from the word ???? ethos (habit, custom). Online Ethics Center
Home - Ethics & Compliance Initiative (ECI) A discussion of what is ethics and what ethics is not, from the
Markkula Center for Applied Ethics. NPR Ethics Handbook How to apply our standards to our journalism. The
field of ethics (or moral philosophy) involves systematizing, defending, and recommending concepts of right and wrong
behavior. Philosophers today usually divide ethical theories into three general subject areas: metaethics, normative
ethics, and applied ethics. Ethic Definition of Ethic by Merriam-Webster Empowering its members across the globe
to operate their businesses at the highest levels of integrity. ECI provides leading ethics and compliance research BBC Ethics - Introduction to ethics: Ethics: a general introduction Current issues are now on the Chicago Journals
website. Read the latest issue. Founded in 1890, Ethics publishes scholarly work in moral, political, and legal p. Ethics Wikipedia SPJs Ethics Committees purpose is to encourage the use of the Societys Code of Ethics, which promotes
the highest professional standards News for Ethics Institute for Global Ethics is available to help you and your
organization become the ethical environment you are pursuing. Call today. What is Ethics? - Ethical Decision Making
- Ethics Resources This movie explores the difference between ethics and morals, and explains how laws, values, and
religious beliefs can help us make the right decisions when Ethics Define Ethics at Although the terms ethics and
morality are often used interchangeably, philosophical ethicists sometimes distinguish them, using ethics to refer to
theories and Ethics: Home - The University of Chicago Press: Journals Trumps treasury secretary accused of ethics
violation after Lego Batman plug Kellyanne Conway violated federal standards of conduct, says ethics agency. ethics definition of ethics in English Oxford Dictionaries Genomics, Ethics and Society Course . The Online Ethics Center
(OEC) is a repository of resources on the ethics of science, engineering, and research that Ethics World news The
Guardian Ethics (or Moral Philosophy) is concerned with questions of how people ought to act, and the search for a
definition of right conduct (identified as the one Ethics Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy Images for Ethics
1usually treated as plural Moral principles that govern a persons behaviour or the conducting of an activity. medical
ethics also enter into the question. a code Institute for Global Ethics: Learn About Who We Are September is Ethics
Month! Click here to learn more about how you can get involved. The practice of public relations can present unique
and challenging ethical Ethics - By Branch / Doctrine - The Basics of Philosophy Encouraging ethical practices is an
important way for the State Bar to prevent and discourage attorney misconduct. This is where youll find many resources,
Institute of Business Ethics Homepage The Global Health Ethics Unit provides a focal point for the examination of
ethical issues raised by activities throughout the Organization. The unit also supports Ethics Society of Professional
Journalists Improving and Finally, producers of stand-alone programs acquired by NPR and the staffs of those shows
should also study and apply the ethical principles and guidance in Ethics on JSTOR The Federation University
Australia Ethics Committees is managed by Research Services. Find out more about these committees and ethics in
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